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							 Discover Cyprus, the island of myths and history! 

						

							
															
									
										
											 One of the most favorite destinations of the Mediterranean Sea, the birthplace of the goddess of love, is full of surprises for its visitors. Countless beaches with golden shores and blue waters, colorful landscapes, endless walks and intense entertainment are just a few of the things that Cyprus has to offer you in abundance.

Travel to a destination with a long history and move into another era. Traditional churches, medieval castles, royal tombs, Ottoman and Venetian monuments are some of the elements that make up the historical wealth of the island.

Enjoy your swim in one of its countless beaches, take a walk under the palm trees overlooking the endless blue, explore the picturesque alleys and historical neighborhoods and let Cyprus reveal its secrets to you.

Visit a tourist destination that will give you fun and relaxation, will travel you with its famous history and traditional elements into the centuries and will relax your mind with its enchanting landscapes and other beauties.
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																											 Important travel announcements 

																																								 Before you travel, consult your travel agent for the country's current health protocol.
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					Our Offices

					Αthens: 58 Ippokratous str.
 Κolonaki, 2nd floor PC10680
 Τel: +30 210 6927 000
Email: info@mazitravel.com
 
 Thessaloniki: 85 Tsimiski str.
 6th, floor. PC 54622
 Τel: +30 2310 238 025
Email: info@mazitravel.com

MAZI TRAVEL SERVICES ΙΚΕ 
ΕΟΤ: 0933Ε60000175001

GEMI No.: 129214006000
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